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XXX.  .4 short Method of finding the Latitude at Sea tnj 
Double Altitudes and the Time between. B~y JAMES BtmNs, 
B.A. 
T HIS  problem, from its great utility to seamen, has engaged the attention of several eminent mathematicians: but 
among the many attempts that have been made, not one short 
direct and accurate method has been yet given. The solution 
given by Douwes was the only one generally practised, for a 
long time; but there are many objections to this method, which 
the scientific navigator will easily comprehend. In the first 
place, its being a method of false Tosition, and depending 
chiefly on the latitude by account, renders it in most cases in- 
accurate; and moreover, to ensure any thing like correctness, 
the computed latitude should be nearer dm true latitude than 
that by account. Secondly, its necessary limitations, with re- 
spect o the time, must often render it impracticable.--Another 
method was given a few years ago by Dr. Brinkley, in the Nau- 
tical Almanac; but it has been found so tedious, that very 
few seamen, I believe, have ever practised it. Besides, it is 
liable to the principal objections that are made to Douwes's 
solution ; for the latitude by account is retained in it, and two 
or three repetitions and corrections of the calculation are ne- 
cessary, before any conclusion to be depended on can be had : 
and after all, a considerable degreeof error might be involved in 
the result. In the following investigation,--which is direct,-- 
the consideration of the latitude by account is therefore omitted. 
All that is necessary to be known is, the time, the interval be- 
tween the observations, and the altitudes; all of which, from 
the improved state of our chronometers and other instru- 
ments, may be known with the greatest exactness. 
Let A = greater altitude, 
a = less altitude, 
= (D's declination, 
= the latitude, 
r --  the timea6"om or to noon corresponding to A, 
J = the interval. 
By elementary spherical trigonometry, we have, 
sin. A =cos. (~. -4- ~) -- vers. r .  cos. ~. cos. x. 
= cos. h. cos. ~ T sin.x, sin. ~ --  [(1 - -  cos. r ) .  cos. b. 
COS. ~,. I " 
= cos. ~.. cos. ~ ~ sin. ~,. sin. ~--(cos.~. cos. ~,-- cos. ~.
COS. ~.. COS. T).  
= cos. h. cos. ~ T sin. ~.. sin. ~ -- cos. ~. cos. ~, + cos. ~. 
cos. ~. cos. ~-. 
---- ~ sin. ~. sin. ~ + cos. ~. cos. ~,. cos. ~r. 































212 Mr. Burns's Method offfinding the Latitude at Sea. 
By a similar investigation we should find, 
sin. a = ~ sin. ~.. sin. b + cos. ~. cos. ;~. cos. (v+0.  
• ." by subtraction, 
sin. A --  sin. a = cos. ~. cos. ~,. cos. 7 -  cos. I )  . cos. ;~. 
cos. ( r  + ,). 
= cos .  x .  [cos .  ~. cos.  7 - cos.  ~. cos.  (7  + , ) ] .  
• ." cos .  h - - -  
sin. A - -  sin. a ~ cos. ~ (A  + a) .  sin. ½(A  - -  a)  
co~. ~. cos . ,  - cos. ~. cos. ( -  + ,) co~. ~. [cos . ,  - co~. ( -  + ,~]  
2 cos. ½ (A  +a)  sin, ½ (A  - -  a) eos.~(A+a).sin.~(A--a) loo( I ) 
Such is the formula of  calculation, when the observatio_ns 
are made on the same side of  noon ; and the practical rule may 
be expressed as follows: Add together the log. cos. of  half  
the sum, and the log. sin. of  half the difference of the two al- 
titudes; from the sum of flaese two logarithms, increased by 20 
in the index, subtract he log. cos. of  the declination, the log. 
sin. of  the time, and halt" inte]'val reduced to degrees, and log. 
sin. of half  the interval ; - - the remainder will be the log. cos. of  
the true latitude. 
When the observations are made on di.ffbrent sides of  noon, 
the investigation will proceed similarly, but will be rather more 
simple. 
Let T ---- the greater tlmefrom or to noon, 
r ----- the less time. 
We shall then have, 
sin. A = ~ sin. h. sin. ~ + cos. ~.  cos. ~. cos. 7. 
sin. a = ~ sin. X. sin. ~ + cos. ~.  cos. ~. cos. T.  
• ." sin. A - -  sin. a = cos. ~. cos. ~. cos. 7 --  cos. x. cos. ~. cos. T.  
= cos. ;~. (cos. ~. cos. r --  cos. ~. cos. T).  
• ." COS. h ~--- 
sin. A --  sin. a sin. A ~ s in .a  
cos. it. cos .  ~,-- cos. ~. cos. T - -  cos. ~ (cos. ~- - -  cos. T )  = 
2 cos. x~ (A  + a) .  sin. -~ (A  - -  a)  (cos. ~ (A  + a) .  sin. ½(A  - -  a) (0~ 
si~. b (T+, ) .  s~.. ~ (T -- ~, ¢o~. ~ = ~-iE-~. 17, T - -~ ~.~-T -~Eco-~.  ~ "'" ' - "  
From one or the other of  the expressions (1) or (2), ac- 
cording to the case, the latitude may be directly found, with- 
out repetition or correction; and the computation is as short 
as could be desired, and that by the common tables of  loga- 
rithms. We will now give an example or two, from which 
the inaccuracy of  any indirect method, and the consequent 
danger of  depending on it, will appear very clearly. Let  us 
take one of the examples given in the Nautical Almanac, 
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Alt. 50 36' A.M. ~ Interval 3 h 0' 
Alt. 45 6 A.M.~Deel.(D12°0'N.$ and~=2~55'  1~'----43°481 
(A+a)=50 42 
i • • .  25 21 . cos. 9.95603 ~ = 43 ° 48' 
~=22 30. . . s in .  9.58284 
(A--a)--39 30 ~ 
½. . .19  45. sin. 9-52881 66 18. . .s in .  9"96174 
cos. 12 ° 9.99040 
39.48484 
29.53498 29.53498 
Lat. 27 ° 9' cos. 9.94986 
By the method given in the Nautical Almanac, the latitude, 
after two corrections, is found to be 27 ° 591! 
Another  example of the second case, wrought by formula (2), 
will, it is conceived, be not superfluous, and we shall take it 
fi'om the same. 
Alt. 76o 6' A.M. ~ Interval 6h20 ' }T= 5h 39' 28 '' 
Alt. 8 3 P.M.~®Declin. ~0 ° 0'N. O 40 32 
(A+o)--84 9 6 20 0 
. . .  42 41 cos. 9-87056 ½(T+ r)=3 h 10' 0ff'=47 ° 30' sin. 9.86763 
( r -T )=2 ~, 29' 28,= 37 ° 22' sin. 9.78313 
(A--a)=68 3 cos.~----2O ° 0' . . . . . .  9"97299 




Lat. ---- 8 ° 58' cos. 9.99466 
The  true lat itude then is 8 ° 58 t N. instead of 10 ° I r found 
by Dr .  Br inkley's indirect method. 
I have not noticed any other of  the many methods that 
have been given for the 'so lut ion of  this prob lem;  as their 
length, indirectness or inaccuracy, or  at[ these together, ren- 
der-them of little use to those who have occasion to reduce 
them to practice. 
Hackuey Road, London, Sept. 3, 1825. JAMES Bva~s. 
XXXI .  Notices respecting New Books. 
Recently Published. 
A NTEDILUVIAN Phytology,  i l lustrated by a collection of the Fossi l  Remains of  Plants, pecul iar  to the Coal 
Format ions of  Great  Britain. By Edmund Tyre l l  Artis, 
F .S .A .F .G .S .  author  of  Roman Antiquit ies. 
Th is  work contains twenty-four engravings of new and in- 
teresting fossil plants, with their generic characters, specific 
differences, descriptions, and localit ies. Royal  ¢to. 
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